Minutes/Newsletter of Space Coast Woodturners – May 8, 2019
Submitted by Randy Hardy – Secretary
Just a reminder – the meetings are held on the second Wednesday of the month from 7:00 – 9:00 PM
and the hands-on sessions are held on the third Saturday of the month from 9:00 AM – 5:00 PM at
Melbourne Village. Doors will be open at around 8:00 AM so come early and help set up. We always
need extra help with the lathes, etc.
Russ Bremmer welcomed everyone to the May meeting of the Space Coast Woodturners at 7:08 pm.
He asked if there were any visitors – there were none. He asked for a big round of applause for Bruce
Lansdowne & Rick DeTorre for the April picnic. The weather was gorgeous, the picnic was awesome, &
Terry Justice brought his ice cream maker power by a 2-stroke engine. Randy Hardy is doing a demo
tonight on Strepohedrons. The hands-on has changed – instead of Jack Shelton leading finishing, we
will be doing pepper mills on Saturday May 18, 2019. We will make them based on Russ Bremmer's
demo in April 2019. Also on May 18, Gary Christensen set up a demo for the Boy Scouts. Jack Shelton
may do a demo for July & Charlie is scheduled to demonstrate finials at the June meeting.
Treasurer – Reenie Pirjevec:
Reenie wasn't at the meeting, but Randy Hardy reported that the club has $x in its account. This doesn't
reflect the expense for the April club picnic, the cost of 2 new Grizzly chucks, & the cost of the new
spindle for repair of one of the club's Nova Comet II lathes.
Rick DeTorre – Club order:
We need about $75 toward the next order. The way it works is Rick collects club orders to Craft Supply
USA - when the total reaches $1,000 he submits the order & we receive the merchandise at a
discounted price (10%) & no shipping costs or tax.
Gary Christensen – Honor Flight Pens:
We have enough pens for the next two flights. We still need 4 pens to cover us for the year. See Gary if
you would like to make a pen.
Demos at club meeting:
June – Finials by Charlie
July – Jack Shelton (?)
August - (?)
September - CNC router by Phil Jackson
October – Christmas ornaments

Hands on activities to be held on the 3rd Saturday of the month tentatively include:
May – Pepper mills - ($40 for 2 mechanisms, 1 walnut blank, & 1 maple blank, If you would rather
purchase items separately, mechanisms are $12.50 each, a walnut turning blank is $10, & a maple
turning blank is $7). We're also doing a demonstration for a Boy Scout troop (May 18, 2019, 1 PM).
June – Kevin Nowak's segmented bowls.
July – Andy Cole (?)
The John Jordan demonstration & classes is back on in June. Need commitments from from any
members that would attend a demo on Friday, June 14, 2019 & a hands-on class on Saturday, June 15,
2019. The cost for the hands-on will be $75. If enough people are interested in the hands-on, Kevin
Nowak's hands-on might be moved.
Rex Bradburn is looking for a piece of cherry that is 10”-20” in diameter for a project. He is willing to pay
for the piece if anyone has one.
Randy Hardy Is investigating getting an internet connection in our meeting room so we can do remote
demonstrations.
Show & Tell
John Fordham

Two-tone rosewood bowl, lacquer & wax
Norfolk Island Pine bowl

Rick DeTorre

Cored bowls - live oak , dye

Bob Cusumano

Box, oak (?), Myland friction polish

Paul Jackson

Inertia sander

Frank Worrall

Cedar platter/bowl with texturing tool
Camphor, acrylic like Bill Piastuch

Bernie MacDonald

Easy Wood Tools – negative grind

Russ Bremmer

Salt & pepper shakers
Box elder bowl with walnut oil finish (share the wealth)

Wood auction:
Randy Hardy

$x

Read Johnson

$x

Bill Lutian

$x

Bill Lutian

$x

Randy Hardy

$x

Rex Bradburn

$x

Dave Lax

$x

Rex Bradburn

$x

Kevin Nowak

$x

Wynn Arnold

$x

Dave Lax

$x

Bob Cusumano

$x

Rex Bradburn

$x

Dave Lax

$x

Bill Lutian

$x
---$x

Demonstration – Randy Hardy
Strepohedrons
A strepohedron is just a shape that has rotational symmetry that has a temporary glue joint parallel to the
ways of the lathe The object is turned, the temporary glue joint is broken, ½ of the object is rotated, & the
object is permanently glued back together. The created piece has no real functional use, but can be
used for a handle – drawer pulls, bottle stoppers, gearshift knobs, & handles for wire burners. You can
also make boxes with the finished items. There are several excellent references – a book by David
Springett titled “Woodturning – Full Circle” & at least two articles in the American Association of
Woodturners (AAW) magazine - “Behold, the Strepohedron” by Bob Rollings (August 2013, 28.4 page
42) & “Half ‘N’ Half ” by David Springett (December 2016, 31.6 page 38).
An interesting concept is “points” & “flats”. If you think of a square, it's easy to visualize the flat sides &
the pointed ends. It's not so obvious with a “plus sign”. The flat is the end of a leg & the point is in the
valley between the legs (see attached slides). If the object has an odd number of sides (like a triangle (3)
or a pentagon (5)), the flat is against the headstock of the lathe & the point is against the tailstock. If you
turn it around, the point is against the headstock & the flat is against the tailstock. With an odd number
of sides, you will always use one flat & one point. With an even number of sides (like a square (4) or a
hexagon (6)), either the headstock & the tailstock will be against a flat OR they will be against a point.

.
That means that you achieve different objects when you turn an object with an even number of sides
depending on whether you orient the piece with flats against the headstock/tailstock or the points. For
example, if you orient the flat sides of a square against the HS/TS, you might get a cylinder shape.
However, if you orient the points of the square against the HS/TS, you might get a diamond shape.
There is a separate class of Streptohedrons called hybrids. If you turn two objects with an even number
of sides – one on points & the other on flats & then permanently glue ½ of the “flats” object to ½ of the
“points” object, you get a weird object that is referred to as a hybrid.
The slides (file is attached) describe how to design all of the polyhedron shapes, but a much easier
approach is to use Sketchup (a free 3D drawing application) to draw & dimension them for you. Randy
then showed Sketchup models for several polyhedrons – triangle, square (points & flats), pentagon,
hexagon (points & flats), octagon, heptagon (points & flats), & decahedron. He then showed Sketchup
models for some branch strepohedrons like 3 rings, five rings, & bunch of rings.
To make a box, split the wood along the axis parallel to the ways of the lathe & glue it back together with
a temporary glue joint (like a newspaper glue joint), Turn the desired shape (the example uses a
pentagon) & leave a tenon on both the top & bottom. Split the turned object into 2 pieces perpendicular
to the ways of the lathe (the example of a pentagon, the round bottom is the lower half & the cone shape
is the upper half). Mount each half separately & hollow the inside of the object using the custom tool
described in the book “Woodturning – Full Circle”. Turn off the tenons & permanently glue the top half to
the bottom half, making sure the temporary joint is aligned. After the glue dries, split the temporary glue
joint. The example then used magnets in drilled holes to attach the box bottom & lid.

Raffle:
Craft Supply gift certificate - $10

Ken Thurman

Craft Supply gift certificate - $10

Randy Hardy

Cottonwood Burl
(donated by Rex Bradburn)

Rick DeTorre

Craft Supply gift certificate - $10

Bob Cusumano

DVD rental

Paul McDaniel

Share the wealth – Box elder bowl
(from Russ Bremmer)

Dotty Pugh

Bring Back – pen
(from Bob Cusumano)

Paul McDaniel

In this video, David Springett further explains and demonstrates the use of the shopmade jig he uses to
make twisted boxes
https://www.woodturner.org/page/AWVideo2016Aug314B
In this video, Michael Zurcher experiments with a nested hollow form.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B56N8cmyCeE
In this video, Mike Waldt demonstrates his method for reshaping a gouge with a straight over grind to
one with a fingernail grind and swept back wings.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CheSEXBQNFk
You might need to be an AAW member in order to view these videos. Just copy the link into your
browser.
Next meeting: June 12, 2019
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